
Top Menu

File

l Connect ON

Click to turn ON a receiver, and then connect to it.

l Connect OFF

Click to disconnect from a receiver, and then turn it OFF.

l Remote ON

Click to turn ON the Remote mode.

The Remote Control transmits CI-V commands to the receiver, to control it.

l Remote OFF

Click to turn OFF the Remote mode.

The Remote Control does not transmit CI-V commands to set the receiver, but transmit to check.

You cannot control the receiver, but you can check the receiver’s current configuration using the Remote Control.

NOTE:

For the Spectrum Scope, the Remote Control always transmit the CI-V commands. Therefore you can operate the Spectrum Scope even if the Remote
mode is turned OFF.

l Exit

Click to close the Remote Control software.

View

l Memory Channel

Click to display the Memory Channel Editor screen.

NOTE:

You can neither edit the memory channel data memorized in the receiver, nor write it to the Remote Control.

l Spectrum Scope

Click to display the Spectrum Scope screen.

l Scan

Click to display the Scan screen.

l RX History

Click to display the RX History screen.

Section Contents

File

View

Option

Help
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l Set Mode

Click to display the Set Mode screen.

l Operating Panels

The setting item list regarding each function is displayed. When you select one, the setting sub-screen will be displayed.

The sub-screen will also be displayed when you right click the function's button on the Remote Control’s front panel.

Whether the sub-screen is displayed or not by right clicking, depends on the button.

The functions that can not be used with the current setting are grayed out and can not be selected.

l Language

Click to select English or Japanese as the Remote Control display language.

The selected Help file language will be used.

l Toolbar

Click to display or hide the toolbar.

Memory Channel Editor

NOTE:

You can neither read the memory channel data from, nor write it to the receiver.

To see the instructions of the setting items included in the top menu of the Memory Channel Editor screen, click the [Top Menu] to display them.

Top Menu
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1. Group

Select the group between 00 and 99, A, S, or P that has the memory channel you are going to edit.

2. Group Name

Enter a name of up to 20 characters for each group.

Displays the name of the bank you select.

NOTE:

You can not edit the name of A, S and P.

3. <Entry>

Select a memory channel that was already edited, and click <Entry>.

The memory channel’s data is set to the receiver as VFO data, and then the receiver and the Remote Control display the data on the screen.

Clicking the Memory CH number also does the same operation.

4. <MW>

Select a memory channel and click <MW>. The current setting data in the receiver, which is displayed on the Remote Control, will be written into the
memory channel.

Memory CH

Create groups with frequently used frequency and operation information in the memory channel. You can create up to 100 groups.

Each group can be assigned up to 100 channels.

NOTE:

Unless you enter the memory name or the operating frequency first, you cannot enter other data.

l Name

Enter a name of up to 20 characters for each memory channel.

l Frequency

Set the frequency for each memory channel.

Range:

Set to between 0.010000 and 3000.000000 (MHz).

NOTE:

¡ The programmable frequency range differs, depending on the receiver version.

¡ When a frequency outside of the programmable frequency range is entered, a " " is displayed in the cell and on the tree view screen.

Memory CH > DUP

DUP

l DUP

Select either "-DUP" or "+DUP" to receive duplex communications.

You must also set the frequency offset if you choose either "-DUP" or "+DUP".

Options:

l Offset Freq

Set the frequency offset for duplex operation.

When you click [MONI], the monitoring frequency shifts by the offset frequency.

Range:

Set to between 0.000000 and 200.000000 MHz.

Memory CH > Mode

Mode

l Mode

Select the operating mode.

OFF Receives simplex communications.

-DUP
When you click [MONI] to activate the Monitor function, the receive frequency is shifted down
by the offset amount and you receive duplex communications.

+DUP
When you click [MONI] to activate the Monitor function, the receive frequency is shifted up by
the offset amount and you receive duplex communications.
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Options:

Set to FM, WFM, AM, S-AM (D), S-AM (U), S-AM (L), LSB, USB, CW, CW-R, FSK, FSK-R, D-STAR, P25, dPMR, NXDN-VN, NXDN-N or DCR.

l Filter

Select the IF filter number.

NOTE:

The filter number is fixed to "1" when you select "WFM" in Mode.

Options:

Set to between 1 and 3.

Memory CH > TS

TS

l TS Function

Select whether or not to enable the TS function.

Options:

l TS

Select the tuning step for the TS function.

If you select "Programmable," you can set the tuning step to other than the options in the "Programmable TS" item.

Options:

Set to 100, 1k, 2.5k, 3.125k, 5k, 6.25k, 8.33k, 9k, 10k, 12.5k, 20k, 25k, 100k or Programmable.

l Programmable TS

Enter the tuning step if you want to set it to other than the options in TS.

Select "Programmable" in the TS to select the entered tuning step in this item.

Range:

Set to between 0.1k and 999.9k.

Memory CH > ANT

ANT

l ANT

Select the antenna connector.

NOTE:

While operating between 30 and 3000 MHz, only the ANT 1 connector can be used.

Options:

Set to ANT1, ANT2 or ANT3.

Memory CH > P.AMP/ATT/IP+

P.AMP/ATT/IP+

l P.AMP

Select whether or not to enable the Preamplifier function.

Options:

l ATT

Select whether or not to enable the Attenuator function.

Options:

Set to OFF, 10dB, 20dB or 30dB.

OFF The frequency changes in 10 Hz steps regardless of the [TS] setting.

ON The frequency changes according to the [TS] setting.

OFF The Preamplifier function is OFF.

ON Amplify received signals to improve the signal-to-noise ratio and sensitivity.
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l IP+

Select whether or not to enable the IP+ function.

Options:

Memory CH > Scan

Scan

l SEL

Select whether or not to include the channel in a select memory scan, that repeatedly scans all channels specified as select channels.

NOTE:

You can turn ON/OFF the select memory scan in the Scan screen.

Options:

Set to between 1 and 9, or OFF (Skipped during a select memory scan).

l Skip

Set the channel scan skip function.

While scanning, this function skips the programmed frequencies.

Skipping unnecessary channels makes scanning more efficient.

NOTE:

You can turn ON/OFF Skip function in the Scan screen.

Options:

Memory CH > TSQL/DTCS

TSQL/DTCS

l Tone

Select a desired tone function.

NOTE:

Displayed only when "FM" is selected in Mode.

Options:

l TSQL Freq

Select the CTCSS tone frequency to use for the tone squelch function.

NOTE:

Displayed only when the "FM" is selected in Mode.

Options:

OFF The IP+ function is OFF.

ON Improves the Intermodulation Distortion (IMD) quality.

OFF Skips no channel.

Skip The channel is skipped during a memory scan, select memory scan and mode select scan.

PSkip
¡ The channel is skipped during a memory scan, select memory scan and mode select scan.

¡ The frequency is skipped during a program scan and an auto memory write scan.

OFF Turns OFF the function.

TSQL

Enables the tone squelch function.

Tone squelch:

The tone squelch opens only when you receive a signal that includes a matching subaudible
tone.

You can silently wait for calls from others who are using the same tone.

DTCS

Enables the DTCS squelch function.

DTCS squelch:

The DTCS squelch opens only when you receive a signal that includes a matching DTCS code
and polarity.

You can silently wait for calls from others who are using the same code.
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l DTCS

Select the DTCS code to use for the DTCS squelch function.

NOTE:

Displayed only when "FM" is selected in Mode.

Options:

l DTCS Polarity

Select the DTCS polarity to use for receiving.

NOTE:

Displayed only when "FM" is selected in Mode.

Options:

Memory CH > D-STAR

D-STAR

l D.SQL

Select whether or not to enable the CSQL (Digital Code Squelch).

NOTE:

Displayed only when the "D-STAR" is selected in Mode.

Options:

l Code

Set the CSQL code.

NOTE:

Displayed only when the "D-STAR" is selected in Mode.

Normal Normal polarity is used for receiving.

Reverse Reverse polarity is used for receiving.

OFF The function is OFF.

CSQL The squelch opens only when you receive a signal that includes a matching digital code.
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Options:

Set to between 00 and 99.

Memory CH > P25

P25

l D.SQL

Select whether or not to enable the Digital Squelch function by the NAC (Network Access Code).

NOTE:

Displayed only when "P25" is selected in Mode.

Options:

l NAC

Set the Network Access Code (NAC).

NOTE:

Displayed only when "P25" is selected in Mode.

Range:

Set to between 000 and FFF.

Memory CH > dPMR

dPMR

l D.SQL

Select whether or not to enable the Digital Squelch function by the Common ID or the CC.

NOTE:

Displayed only when "dPMR" is selected in Mode.

Options:

l Common ID

Set the Common ID.

NOTE:

Displayed only when "dPMR" is selected in Mode.

Range:

Set to between 1 and 255.

l CC

Set the CC.

NOTE:

Displayed only when "dPMR" is selected in Mode.

Range:

Set to between 0 and 63.

l Scrambler

Set the Scrambler function.

NOTE:

Displayed only when "dPMR" is selected in Mode.

Options:

OFF The function is OFF.

NAC The squelch opens only when you receive an APCO P25 signal with the same NAC.

OFF The function is OFF.

Common ID The squelch opens only when you receive a dPMR446 signal with the same common ID.

CC
The squelch opens only when you receive a dPMR Tier2 Mode1/Mode2 signal with the same
CC.
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l Scrambler Key

Set the Scrambler key.

NOTE:

Displayed only when "dPMR" is selected in Mode.

Range:

Set to between 1 and 32767.

Memory CH > NXDN

NXDN

l D.SQL

Select whether or not to enable the Digital Squelch function using the RAN (Radio Access Number).

NOTE:

Displayed only when "NXDN-VN" or "NXDN-N" is selected in Mode.

Options:

l RAN

Set the RAN code.

NOTE:

Displayed only when "NXDN-VN" or "NXDN-N" is selected in Mode.

Range:

Set to between 0 and 63.

l Encryption

Select whether or not to enable the Encryption function.

NOTE:

Displayed only when "NXDN-VN" or "NXDN-N" is selected in Mode.

Options:

l Encryption Key

Set the encryption key.

NOTE:

Displayed only when "NXDN-VN" or "NXDN-N" is selected in Mode.

Range:

Set to between 1 and 32767.

Memory CH > DCR

DCR

l D.SQL

Select whether or not to enable the Digital Squelch function using the UC (User Code).

NOTE:

Displayed only when "DCR" is selected in Mode.

Options:

OFF The function is OFF.

ON The audio with the same dPMR Tier2 Mode1/Mode2 scrambler key can be heard.

OFF The function is OFF.

RAN The squelch opens only when you receive an NXDN signal with the same Radio Access
Number.

OFF The function is OFF.

ON Communication using same encryption key can be heard.

OFF The function is OFF.

The squelch opens only when you receive a DCR (Digital Convenience Radio) signal with the
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l UC

Set the User Code (UC).

NOTE:

Displayed only when "DCR" is selected in Mode.

Range:

Set to between 1 and 511.

l Encryption

Select whether or not to enable the Encryption function.

NOTE:

Displayed only when "DCR" is selected in Mode.

Options:

l Encryption Key

Set the encryption key.

NOTE:

Displayed only when "DCR" is selected in Mode.

Range:

Set to between 1 and 32767.

A: Auto MW Channel

The Remote Control can automatically enter up to 200 frequencies in this sheet when a signal is received during an Auto Memory Write scan.

NOTE:

The setting values may differ, depending on the signal type when the scan pauses.

See Memory CH for details of each item.

S: SKIP Channel

The Remote Control can automatically enter up to 100 frequencies in this sheet when you click [SKIP] while a scan is paused.

The memorized frequencies are skipped during the scan.

NOTE:

¡ The Remote Control save the frequency when the skip setting which is displayed when you right click [SKIP] is set to "PSKIP."

¡ The setting values may differ, depending on the signal type when the MW key is held down.

¡ If the Program Skip function is set to OFF, the Remote Control does not save the frequency.

See Memory CH for details of each item.

P: P-Scan Edge

For programmed scans, a maximum of 50 frequency ranges can be programmed in the P-Scan Edge sheet.

NOTE:

¡ You must program different frequencies in each one, to specify a scanning frequency range.

¡ See Memory CH for details of each item except for Name, Freq Low and Freq High.

l Name

Enter a name of up to 20 alphanumeric characters.

l Freq Low

Set a lower limit frequency for the programmed scan.

Range:

Set to between 0.010000 and 3000.000000 (MHz).

UC same UC.

OFF The function is OFF.

ON Communication using the same encryption key can be heard.
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l Freq High

Set an upper limit frequency for the programmed scan.

Range:

Set to between 0.010000 and 3000.000000 (MHz).

Spectrum Scope

Spectrum Scope

The window displays the spectrum scope which allows you to display the activity on the selected band, as well as the relative strengths of various
signals.

Also, you can set the display options for your convenience.

Spectrum Scope Setting

This setting window is for the spectrum scope operation.

Section Contents

Spectrum Scope

Spectrum Scope Setting

1. HOLD Turns ON or OFF the hold function.

2. SPEED
Selects the sweep speed.

>>> (FAST), >> (MID), or > (SLOW)

3. CENTER/FIX Selects the center or fixed mode.

4. Grid

Displays the frequency/signal level per grid.

Click to switch the SPAN while in the center mode, and click to display the FIXED
EDGES screen while in the fixed mode.

5. Edge
Displays the edge frequency when the fix mode is selected.

Displays the frequency span when the center mode is selected.

6. SET Opens the spectrum scope setting window.

7. MAX HOLD CLEAR Clears the peak level holding function.

8. Averaging Sets the scope waveform averaging function.

9. VBW

Set the VBW (Video Band Width) to NAR (narrow) or WIDE.

When "WIDE" is selected, the line drawn on the receive spectrum becomes wide.

However, the small edge cannot be drawn.

10. REF Level Sets the reference level.

11. ON Turns ON or OFF to open or close the receiver's scope window.
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Scan

In this window, you can start or stop scanning, and set the scan operation.

NOTE:

Knobs can be changed to sliders in the Control Type setting item in Set Mode.

1 Max Hold

OFF Does not hold the peak spectrum.

10s Hold Holds the peak spectrum for 10 seconds.

ON Continuously holds the peak spectrum.

2 CENTER Type Display

Filter Center
Displays the selected filter’s center frequency at the
center of the spectrum scope screen.

Carrier Point Center
Displays the carrier point frequency of the selected
operating mode at the center of the spectrum scope
screen.

Carrier Point Center

(Abs. Freq.)

In addition to the carrier point center setting above,
the actual frequency is displayed at the bottom of the
scope.

Abs. Freq.: Absolute Frequency

3 Marker Position

(FIX Type)

Filter Center
Displays the Marker on the selected filter’s center
frequency.

Carrier Point
Displays the Marker on the carrier point frequency of
the selected operating mode.

4 Default Colors Sets the waveform colors to the default colors.

5 Waveform Type
Fill The waveform is drawn only in color.

Fill+Line The waveform is drawn in color with an outline.

6 Waveform Color (Current) Sets the waveform color for the currently received signals.

7 Waveform Color (Line) Sets the waveform outline color for the currently received signals.

8 Waveform Color (Max Hold) Sets the waveform color for the received signals maximum level.

9 Default Color Sets the marker color to the default color.

10 Marker Color (RX) Sets the RX marker color that is displayed in the Fixed mode.

11 Waterfall Speed

Slow Sets the waterfall speed to Slow.

Mid Sets the waterfall speed to Mid.

Fast Sets the waterfall speed to Fast.

12 Waterfall Peak Color Level
Sets the signal level that the waterfall displays a peak color to between Grid1
and Grid8.

13 Waterfall Marker Auto-hide
Selects whether or not to automatically hide the waterfall marker in the waterfall
zone.
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1 Scan type display Scan type and frequency range/group name are displayed.

2 Start/Stop

PROG Click to start or stop the programmed scan.

AUTO Click to start or stop the auto memory write scan.

MEMO Click to start or stop the memory scan.

STOP Click to stop the scan.

3 SPEED/PAUSE/RESUME/
Scan Resume

Set the scan speed.

Set the time from when the scan pauses until when
it resumes.

NOTE:

The setting takes effect when a check mark is
inserted in the Scan Resume box.

Sets the time from when the signal disappears until
when the scan resumes.

NOTE:

The setting takes effect when a check mark is
inserted in the Scan Resume box.

Sets the scan action when the receiver receives a
signal and the scan is paused.

¡ If you check the box, a scan resumes after the
time set in PAUSE/RESUME has passed.

¡ If you uncheck the box, a scan stops when the
receiver receives a signal.

4 Details Click to toggle between simple display and detailed display.

5 Detailed display

Click the tab to switch between "Program/Auto Memory Write Scan," "Memory
Scan" and "Scan Set."

For details about the detailed display, see "About the detailed display" below.

Click to switch the scan direction.

NOTE:

The buttons are unusable while a scan is stopped.

Click to save a maximum of 5 frequencies as
temporary skip frequencies while a scan is paused.

The dialog below is displayed.

NOTE:

¡ When 6 or more frequencies are saved, the oldest
saved frequencies will be sequentially deleted,
with the oldest deleted first.

¡ The button is unusable while a scan is stopped.
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About the detailed display

l Program/Auto Memory Scan

l Memory Scan

6 Operation during a scan

Click to write the frequency to the S: SKIP Channel
while a scan is paused.

The dialog below is displayed.

NOTE:

¡ If the Program Skip function is set to OFF, the
Remote Control does not save the frequency.

¡ The button is unusable while a scan is stopped, or
the memory scan is running.

Click to set the current frequency to the lower limit
frequency.

NOTE:

The button is unusable while a scan is stopped, or
the memory scan is running.

Click to set the current frequency to the frequency
before the scan starts.

The frequency when the scan start is displayed to
the right.

NOTE:

The button is unusable if the previous scan is the
memory scan.

1 No. Select the memory number of the P: P-Scan Edge.

2 Scan range display
The frequency range, mode, TS and name are displayed.

Click <EDIT> to open the P: P-Scan Edge sheet on the Memory Channel Editor screen.

3 PSKIP When a check mark is inserted in the box, the Program Skip function is set to ON.

4 Auto MW Channel Click <All Clear> to clear all channels in Auto MW Channel.
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l Scan Set

RX History

The Remote Control can record the received call in the digital mode.

1 Group selection

Current Group Scans the group currently set in the Remote Control.

Select Group
Scans the groups with "Sel" set to ON in "5 Group name
display."

All Group Scans all groups.

2 SEL/SKIP/MODE SEL

SEL
When a check mark is inserted in the box, the Select Memory
scan is set to ON and "3 SEL" becomes usable.

SKIP
When a check mark is inserted in the box, skips the memory
channels that are set to "Skip" or "PSkip."

MODE SEL
When a check mark is inserted in the box, "4 MODE SEL"
becomes usable.

3 SEL Selects the Select Memory scan number.

4 MODE SEL Selects the scan mode.

5 Group name display

No. The memory channel number is displayed.

Group Name The group name of the memory channel is displayed.

Sel
Double click or push [Enter] to set "Sel" to "ON," and then the
selected group is scanned when "Select Group" is selected in "1
Group selection."

1 Temporary Skip Timer Sets the effective time of the temporary skip function to 5, 10, or 15 min.

2 MAIN DIAL Operation (SCAN)
OFF Stops the scan when you rotate the Main dial.

Up/Down Switches the scan direction when you rotate the Main dial.
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Set Mode

Set Mode > Set Mode

Set Mode

l AF/IF AF Output Level

Sets the.AF output level of the [AF/IF] jack on the rear panel.

Range:

1 Frequency Displays the frequency when you receives a digital signal.

2 Mode

Displays the operating mode.

NOTE:

¡ "dPMR" is displayed when you receive a dPMR Tier 2 signal.

¡ "dPMR446" is displayed when you receive a dPMR446 signal.

3 Caller Displays the call sign or ID of the caller station.

4 Called

Displays the call sign or ID of the called station.

NOTE:

Except for D-STAR, "(IND)", "(GRP)" or "(ALL)" is displayed when the Remote Control
can distinguish the call type.

IND: Individual Call

GRP: Group Call

ALL: All Call

5 D.SQL Code

Displays the digital squelch code.

NOTE:

The digital code differs, depending on the mode.

D-STAR : CSQL

P25 : NAC

dPMR : CC

dPMR446 : Common ID

NXDN-VN/NXDN-N : RAN

DCR : UC

6 RXRPT1 Displays the call sign of the repeater that was accessed by the caller station.

7 RXRPT2 Displays the call sign of the repeater you received the call from.

8 Received data Displays the date and time you received the call.

9 Information

Message
Displays a message selected in the line from the station that made
the call in the DV (D-STAR) mode.

Status
The status information (RPT?/UR?/RPT UP) is displayed in the DV
(D-STAR) mode.

EMR
Is displayed when you receive an emergency call in the DV (D-
STAR) mode.

BK
Is displayed when you receive a break-in call in the DV (D-STAR)
mode.

EMR
(Emergency)

Is displayed when you receive an emergency call in the P25 mode.

10 Displays when new
call signal is received.

When a check mark is inserted in the box, automatically opens the Received call
record screen when the Remote Control receives a digital signal from a new station.

11 HEX (P25 ID)
When a check mark is inserted in the box, the P25 ID is displayed in hexadecimal.

When you clear the box, the P25 ID is displayed in decimal.

12 SaveAs Click to save all the received records.

13 Clear Click to clear all the received records.

14 Log Click to save the received record as a log into a file.
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Set to between 0 (0%) and 255 (100%).

l AF/IF AF SQL

Selects whether or not to output the audio from the [AF/IF] jack on the rear panel, according to the receiver’s squelch level.

Options:

l USB (Front) AF Output Level

Sets the AF output level of the [USB] port on the front panel.

Range:

Set to between 0 (0%) and 255 (100%).

l USB (Front) AF SQL

Selects whether or not to output the audio from the [USB] port on the front panel, according to the receiver’s squelch level.

Options:

l USB (Rear) AF Output Level

Sets the AF output level of the [USB] port on the rear panel.

Range:

Set to between 0 (0%) and 255 (100%).

l USB (Rear) AF SQL

Selects whether or not to output the audio from the [USB] port on the rear panel, according to the receiver’s squelch level.

Options:

l LAN AF SQL

Select whether or not to output the audio from the [LAN] port on the rear panel, according to the receiver’s squelch level.

Options:

Set Mode > Meter

Meter

l Meter Peak Hold

Turns the Meter Peak Hold function ON or OFF.

This function displays the peak level of a received signal strength for approximately 0.5 seconds.

Set Mode > NOTCH

NOTCH

l [NOTCH] Switch (SSB) <MODE> SSB

Selects the Notch function in the SSB mode.

OFF (Open) The squelch is always open, regardless of the receiver’s squelch level.

ON The squelch opens and closes, according to the receiver’s squelch level.

OFF (Open) The squelch is always open, regardless of the receiver’s squelch level.

ON The squelch opens and closes, according to the receiver’s squelch level.

OFF (Open) The squelch is always open, regardless of the receiver’s squelch level.

ON The squelch opens and closes, according to the receiver’s squelch level.

OFF (OPEN) The squelch is always open, regardless of the receiver’s squelch level.

ON The squelch opens and closes, according to the receiver’s squelch level.

OFF Turns the function OFF.

ON Turns the function ON.

Auto Clicking [NOTCH] turns the Auto Notch function ON or OFF.

Manual Clicking [NOTCH] turns the Manual Notch function ON or OFF.

Clicking [NOTCH] switches the Notch function between the Auto notch function, Manual notch
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l [NOTCH] Switch (AM) <MODE> AM

Selects the Notch function in the AM mode.

Set Mode > Beep

Beep

l Confirmation Beep

Turns the Confirmation beep ON or OFF.

Set Mode > Controllers

Controllers

l Control Type

Select between the knob and the slider to adjust the Remote Control level and squelch level.

Option

l Connect Setting...

Click to display the Connect Setting screen and configure the settings to connect the receiver and the Remote Control.

NOTE:

Set the connecting settings before you first operate the receiver.

If you open the Connect Setting screen while connecting the receiver and Remote Control, you cannot change the settings.

l Shortcut...

Click to display the Shortcut setting screen.

By assigning operations of the Remote Control to shortcut keys on the PC's keyboard, you can click just the desired shortcut key, and directly operate
the Remote Control.

l USB Dial...

Click to display the USB Dial setting screen, and set the optional RC-28 settings when operating the receiver with it, through the RS-R8600.

Connect Setting

Set the connection settings before you first operate the receiver.

Setting Procedure

1. Click < > to open the Connect Setting screen. You can also click the [Option] menu on the Menu Bar, and then click "Connect Setting" to open
the screen.

2. Click the drop-down list button on the right side of the Remote Utility window to select the receiver.

-The receiver’s information, which is registered in the Radio List of the Base station’s Remote Utility software, is automatically set. The information includes the
COM Port number, CI-V address (Receiver), and Baud rate (bps).

-Clicking <Search> again searches the receiver's information registered in Remote Utility software.

-When there is another software which controls using CI-V commands, change the CI-V address (RS-R8600) to avoid duplication.

3. Click <OK> to save the setting contents and close the Connect Setting screen.

Auto/Manual function, and OFF.

Auto Clicking [NOTCH] turns the Auto Notch function ON or OFF.

Manual Clicking [NOTCH] turns the Manual Notch function ON or OFF.

Auto/Manual
Clicking [NOTCH] switches the Notch function between the Auto notch function, Manual notch
function, and OFF.

OFF Does not sound the beep.

ON Sounds the beep.

Knob Sets to the knob adjustment mode.

Slider Sets to the slider adjustment mode.
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NOTE:

If either the COM port number, CI-V address or Baud rate settings are different than the Remote Utility settings, the Remote Control cannot connect to
the receiver.

Shortcut

Assign the Remote Control operations to the shortcut keys to operate the receiver using the PC’s keyboard.

Setting Procedure

1. Click the [Option] menu on the Top Menu Bar, and then click "Shortcut..." to open the screen.
2. Click the Category window to display the drop-down list, and then select the category that you want to assign to the shortcut key.
3. Click the Action window to display the drop-down list, and then select an action.

- The selectable actions differ, depending on the selected category.

4. Click the Key entry window, and then enter the desired key that is assigned to the action.

- If you want to change the current shortcut setting, refer to No.7 in the table.

1 Remote Utility

Displays the receiver names that are registered on the Remote Utility's Radio List.
When you select a receiver, the receiver’s COM port number, CI-V address
(Receiver), and Baud rate (bps) are automatically set.

If you operate the Remote Control on the PC that is connected to the receiver without
using the Remote Utility, select "Not Use."

2 <Search> Searches the receiver's information that is registered in the Remote Utility.

3 Baud rate (bps) Sets the baud rate for the remotely controlled receiver.

4 COM Port
Sets the same COM port number as the Virtual COM Port Number for the remotely
controlled receiver on the Radio List screen.

5 CI-V address

Receiver
Enters the CI-V address of the receiver that will be remotely
controlled.

RS-R8600

Sets the CI-V address of the RS-R8600. (Default: E0)

If any other softwares controlled with CI-V are exist, set a different
value to avoid duplication.

6 Software closing turns
OFF the Receiver.

When the Remote Control software is closed by clicking < > or [Exit] on the File
menu, the receiver's power is also turned OFF.

NOTE:

When the PC is shut down while the Remote Control is still running, the receiver's
power will not be turned OFF.

7 <OK> Saves the setting contents and close the Connect Setting screen.
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USB Dial

Sets the optional RC-28 settings when operating the receiver with it through the RS-R8600.

Setting Procedure

1. Click the [Option] menu on the Top Menu Bar, and then click "USB Dial..." to open the USB Dial Setting screen.
2. Set the items as desired.

- See the table below for details.

3. After you complete the settings, click <OK> to save, and close the screen.

1. Category

Selects "General," "Tuning," "Button," "Volume," "Scope" or "Scan."

The shortcut for the scope can only be used while the "Spectrum Scope" screen is
displayed.

2. Action
Selects a desired action.

The selectable actions differ, depending on the selected category.

3. Key Selects the desired key to assign. Directly enter the key with the keyboard.

4. <Delete>

Delete a current key assignment.

1. Select a desired key assignment in the Shortcut key list.
2. Click <Delete> to clear the current key assignment.

5. <Add> After completing No.1 to No.3, click this button to add the new shortcut key assignment.

6. <Default> All settings return to the factory default.

7. <Set>

Change the current key assignment.

1. Select a desired key assignment in the Shortcut key list.
2. Put the mouse pointer in the Key entry window (3. Key).
3. Enter a desired key with the keyboard.
4. Click <Set> to change the current key assignment.

8. Enable/Disable

Select the desired shortcut to "Enable" or "Disable."

1. Select a desired key assignment in the Shortcut key list.
2. Each double click of the key assignment or each push [Enter] selects "Enable" or

"Disable."
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Help

l Contents (F1)

Click to open the Help file for assistance with the functions or settings.

1. Select Device

Select the desired RC-28 that you want to operate the receive with it, through the RS-
R8600.

The individual device serial numbers are listed on the drop-down list.

2. Dial Sensitivity

Adjust the dial sensitivity to one of 5 levels.

When a low level is set, the dial speed is reduced for finer tuning control.

When a high level is set, the dial speed increases.

3. Auto TS

When you rotate the dial rapidly, the tuning speed may accelerate, depending on this
setting.

OFF Normal tuning steps even during rapid rotation.

ON (Low) Approximately two times faster.

ON (High)

When the tuning step is set to 1 kHz or smaller steps, the tuning speed
is approximately five times faster.

When the tuning step is set to 5 kHz or larger steps, the tuning speed is
approximately two times faster.

4. Function Button

Push

Assign a desired function to [F-1]/[F-2]/[TRANSMIT]. The assigned
function is activated when [F-1]/[F-2]/[TRANSMIT] is pushed.

Assignable functions

Hold down

Assign a desired function to [F-1]/[F-2]/[TRANSMIT]. The assigned
function is activated when [F-1]/[F-2]/[TRANSMIT] is held down.

Assignable functions

5. LED

When the LED check box is checked, and the assigned function is activated, the [F-1]/
[F-2] LED on the RC-28 turns ON.

If both the LED check boxes of [Push] and [Hold down] are checked, the check mark
that was checked first turns gray.

When the check mark is gray, the LED does not turn ON.

The LED does not turn ON.

The LED turns ON.

The LED does not turn ON.

(If you check the LED check box again, and its check mark turns black,
the LED turns ON.)

For example: In the [F-1] field, when both the LED check boxes of [Push] and [Hold
down] are checked, and the check mark of [Hold down] is gray.

¡ The [F-1] LED turns ON when the assigned function of [Push] is activated.

¡ The [F-1] LED does not turn ON even if the assigned function of [Hold down] is activated.

NOTE: The LED check box can be checked only when the functions below are
assigned:

MHz / TS Function / ANT / P.AMP / ATT / IP+ / NB / NR / NOTCH / TPF / AFC / DUP /
MONI / MUTE / TONE/D.SQL / ENCR/SCRM / VSC / Program Scan Start/Stop /

Auto Memory Write Scan Start/Stop / Memory Scan Start/Stop

6. <OK> Click to save the settings and close the screen.
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l About RS-R8600

Click to open the information window, which shows the version number of the software.

Click <OK> to close the window.
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